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Answers 
 

Chapter 19: 

1. What word is used to describe the appearance of the hens? 
What colour are they? (2 marks) 

The hens are described as peculiar because they have pale 
green wings and buttercup yellow feathers. 

2. How many hens were there? (1 mark) 
There were seven hens. 
 

3. What was Moon-Face pulling on when they found him? What 
did he want the item for? (2 marks) 
Moon-Face was pulling a rug from the tree because he 
wanted it for his tree room. 
 

4. Why was everyone upset with Moon-face? (2 marks) 
Everyone was upset with Moon-Face because he had broken 
his promise that he would watch the hole which would lead 
them out of take-what-you-want land. This meant they were 
stuck there. 
 

5. What did they find that could help them escape? (1 mark) 
They found an aeroplane. 
 

6. How does this statement show the reader how they are feeling 
when Joe flies upwards? ‘Leaving the others staring 
open-mouthed on the ground below’ (2 marks) 
This statement shows the reader that they are all feeling 
shocked that Joe has flown off into the sky. 

 



Chapter 20: 

 
1.  What land did they fly over once they had left the land of 

take-want-you-want?  (1 mark) 

They flew over the Country of Loneliness once they had left 
the land of take-want-you-want. 
 

2. Why do you think Moon-Face said “Don’t land there Joe. Fly 
on”? (2 marks) 

Moon face said “Don’t land there Joe. Fly on” because it was 
described as a desolate place with nothing there, so it might 
be an unhappy place to go to. 
 

3. Why did they need  to land the aeroplane?(1 mark) 
The plane was feeling tired so it needed a rest. 

4. On page 140, how did they feel about going into Dame 
Snap’s school? Why? (1 mark) 
Everyone looked miserable because Dame Snap was a very 
mean old lady.  
 

5. Describe what happened to the food when they touched it?  
(1 mark) 
When they touched the delicious cakes they turned into stale 
bread and the lemonade turned into water. 
 

6. On page 143, what word describes the questions that 
everyone has to answer? Why are they described like this? (1 
mark) 
The questions are described as nonsense because no one 
understands them. 

  

 


